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QF-3' RINGS AND MORITA DUALITY

By

R. R. Colby and K. R. Fuller

In [2] we proved that a one-sided artinian ring is QF-3 if and only ifits double

dual functors preserve monomorphisms. Here with the aid of [3] we prove that

the double dual functor over an arbitrary ring preserves monomorphisms of left

modules if and only if it is a left QF-3' ring. In view of this theorem resultsin

[3] and [4] provide an analogue for QF-3' rings of the Morita-Tachikawa repre-

sentation theorem for QF-3 rings ([9],Chapter 5). Also we apply it to obtain a

characterization of Morita duality between Grothendieck categories that serves to

generalize Onodera's theorem [7] that cogenerator rings are selfinjective,by show-

ing that injectivityis redundant in the classicalbimodule characterizationof Morita

duality for categories of modules.

We denote both the dual functors Homfi(_, RR) and Hom#(_, RR) by ( )*.

Recall that there is a natural transformation a: Ir-moo,―( )**, defined via the

usual evaluation maps aM: M―>M**. An i?-module M is called R-reflexive (R-

torsionless)in case aM is an isomorphism (a monomorphism). Also recall that R

is left QF-3' if the injective envelope E(RR) of rR is i?-torsionless.

1
Theorem. For any ring R, the following are equivalent:

(a) R is left QF-3';

(b) The double dual functor ( )** preserves monomorphisms in R-Mod;

(c) If i: R >E is the inclusion of R into its injectiveenvelope E in i?-Mod,

then i** is a monomorphism.

Proof. That (b) implies (c) is immediate, and (c) implies (a) is easy (see [3],

Proposition 1.2). Assume that R is a left QF-3' ring. Since E=E(RR) is torsion-

less there is a sequence

J

R―>E―>RX

for some set X where i is the inclusionand j is a monomorphism.

Let px: Rx―>R be the canonicalprojectionsand let hx―pxojoi(l)qRfor each
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xgX. Then if K=^{bxR: xeX} it follows that the left annihilator of A" in R is

zero. Now suppose a: M―>N is a monomorphism in 7?-Mod and consider the

inrlnrprispnnpnrp

a* /3
N*―>M*― Coker ≪*―>0.

If /gM*, then vSinceE is injective there exists /eHom;?(J/V, /^) such that foa ―iof.

Then mnsiHpnncr thp Hiapram

a

Q >M―≫

R―>

N

i

K

;

Px
RY―>R

it follows easily that

a*(Pxnj°f)=px°j°f"a=Px^j''n°f~fbx.

Hence M*Kc Ira a* so (Coker a*)K=p(M*)K=p(M*K) = Q. Thus if </>(Coker a*)*

we have ^(Coker a*)K―</>((Cokera*)K) ―Q so, since the left annihilator of K is

zero, 0―Q. But then since (Coker a*)* = 0 we vSeethat M**―>N** is raonic.

The following theorem follows immediately from ([3],Theorem 1.4) and Theo-

2. Theorem. For any ring R, the following are equivalent:

(1) R is left QF-3' and its own maximal left quotient ring;

(2) The double dual functor ( )** is left exact on i?-Mod ;
i i

(3) If 0―>R―>EX―>E2 is exact with Ex and E2 injective in i?-Mod then

0 >R ≫Ei**―~≫E2**is also exact.

Let D: a ~( * o': D' be a pair of contravariant functors between abelian cat-

egories a and a' that are adjoint on the right,i.e., there are isomorphisms

VA,A.＼Horn. (A, D'(A'))―HonvC/1', D(A)＼

natural in Ag|a| and ^4'cla'l. Associated with rjA,A. are the arrows of right

adjunction v. la―>D'D and -': la>―+DDr defined by r.4= ^1 a, du)O-d(A))and t'A>

= yn>u">,A'O-D'iA')),respectively. These satisfy,for each
i4e|a|,

A'£＼a'＼,

D(ta)°t/d(A)~Id(.A)and D'(r'a^^td^a^^Id^a^.

We recall that any pair of such functors D: q^zz^q' : D' which are adjoint on the

right are left exact ([8],Corollary 3.2.3).

We call an object A of a (A' of a') reflexive (respectively,torsionless)in case

?a (t'a>)ivSan isomorphism (respectively, a monomorphism); and we note that (as

in [1],Section 23) D and D' define a duality between the full subcategories oj
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reflexiveobjects ao£a and a'oEa'. Then as in [3j we say that the pair D: a<zz±a':

D' defines a Morita duality in case D and D' are exact and tiie subcategories

uo£a and do'sa, are closed under subobjects and quotient objects and contain sets

of generators for a and a', respectively.

According to ([3],Proposition 2. 3) the functors D and D' of a Morita duality

are faithfulas well as exact. We shall now show that these conditions imply the

closure condition for reflexive objects (as is well known if a and a' are module

categories).

3. Lemma. Let D: a±z_*a':D be a right adjoint pair of contravariant functors

between abelian categories. Then D and Df are faithful if and only if all objects

in a and af are torsionless.

f TA
Proof. If D is faithful and 0―>K―≫^4―>D'D(A) is exact, then since

^(r^)°r'D(,4)= l2;(4),D(f) ―0 so /=0 also. On the other hand, if all objects of A

are torsionless and /eHomB(A, B), /＼0, then D'D(f)orA = rBof^0 so D'D(f)--£0,

hence £(/)=£0,so D is faithful.

4. Proposition. A right adjoint pair of contravariant functors D : a < ya': D'

between abelian categories defines a Morita duality if and only if a and a1 contain

generating sets of reflexive objectsand D and Df are faithful and exact.

Proof. From Lemma 3 and exactness we obtain a commutative diagram

0―

0

1

A

1

0

1

Bo
I

0

4

c

I

― 0

0―>D'D(A)--+D'D(B0)―>D'D{C)―>0

I

0

with exact rows and columns when Bo is reflexive. Thus the Five Lemma apples.

We don't know whether, in the presence of reflexive generating sets, the

closure properties for a0 and a0' imply that D and D' are exact and faithful. Of

course they do if a and a' are the categories of modules over a pair of rings (or

even if they are functor categories [10]).

We now turn to the general setting of contravariant functors D: a^z^la': Df,

adjoint on the right, where a and a' are Grothendieck categories. With a0 and

a0' as above we assume that these contain generators V£a0, V'Ga0'. Then
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letting U=V@D'V and U'= V'@DV (so that DU^IT and D'U'=zU), R=Enda(U)

(^Enda,(U')op),S=Ylom.≪(U,-.) and S' = Honv(£/',_), we have, as in ([6],Theorem 8.1)

and ([3], Theorem 3.1), functors

T

R-Mod ^ a
S

( )* |t( )* D＼W'

T

Mod-R ^=1 a'
S'

where T{T) is a left adjoint of S(S'), T and T are exact, and TS and T'S' are

equivalent to the identity functors on a and a', respectively. Also, as in ([3],

Theorem 3.1), S'°D°T=*( )* and SoD'°T'^{ )* so D°TszT'°( )* and D'"T'=zT°

( )*. Thus Ker reKer( )* and Ker TczKer( )*.

5. Lemma. Let D, D', a, a', U, U' and R be as above. Then the folloiving are

equivalent:

(a) D and D' are faithful;

(b) U and U' are cogenerators in a and a', respectively,

(c) Ker T=Ker{ )* and Ker Tf = Ker( )*.

Proof. If azIloma(A, B), we have a commutative square

HomH(A U)-^>Koma>(U', DA)

Hom(a, U)
J j

Hom(f//, D(a))

Roma(B, U)^RomAUf, DB)

Now D(a)^0 if and only if Hom(£/', D(a))^0 (since U' is a generator) if and onb

if Hom(a, U)^0. It follows that (a) and (b) are equivalent. Now since D°T=T'

( )*, and D'oT=To{ )*, it is clear that if D and D' are faithful, then Ker 1

= Ke.rD°T=KerT'o( )*cKer( )* and similarly Ker rcKer( )*. Thus (a)irnplie

(c). Suppose Ker T=Ker( )*. If aeHora≪(i4, B) and /?(≪)= 0, then (S(a))*^&DTS(a

^S;D(a) = 0 so a^TS(a) = 0, also. Thus (c) implies (a).

We denote the full subcategories of i?-Mod and Mod-7? whose objects are th

torsion modules, i.e., those modules M with M* = 0, by i?-Tors and Tors-/^, re

spectively. Then, if R is QF-3', an i?-module M is torsion if and only i

Horn (M, E(R)) = 0, and i?-Tors and Tors-i? are then localizing subcategories of R-Mo

and Mod-i?, respectively (see [3], Proposition 1.1).

6. Theorem. Every right adjoint pair of contravariant faithful functor
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D: q< ~ya':U between Grothendieck categories with reflexive generators defines a

IVfnritadi.iaU.tv

Proof. Suppose that D: a^zzla': D', U, U', R, T, and V are as in Lemma 5

and that D and D' are faithful. Then by Lemma 5, U and U' are generator-

cogenerators, so by Morita's ([6],Theorems 8.3 and 5.6) i? is QF-3' and its own

maximal quotient ring. (See also [8],Theorem 4.13.4 or [5], Proposition 4.3.1).

Thus by Theorem 2 the i?-double duals are left exact. But by Lemma 5 we also

have KerT=Ker( )* so by ([8],Theorem 4.4.9) we may identify T: R-Mod―

a' and T: Mod-2?―>a' with the canonical functors T: R-Mod―^i?-Mod/i?-Tors

and T : Mod-R―>Mod-i?/Tors-i? and conclude that (D, Dr) define a Morita duality

by ([3],Theorem 2.6).

Specializing Theorem 6 to the case of module categories yields the following

generalization of Onodera's theorem that cogenerator rings are injective [7] and

provides a new characterization of Morita duality between categories of modules

7. Corollary. If R and S are rings and rUs is a bimodule with S=End(JRf7)

and R=~End(Us) and if rU and Us are cogenerators, then rU and Us are injective.

8

i

Proof. Apply Theorem 6 to the functors D = RomR(-, U) and D' ―Roms(-, U).

Remarks.

(1) One can apply the technique used to prove Theorem 1 to the sequence

U―>E(RU)―>UX to give a direct proof that if RUS a balanced bimodule and rU

and Us are cogenerators, then RU is injective.

(2) In ([4],Theorem 1), conditions (i) and (ii)and the last part of (iii)easily

imply that R is QF-3' so by Theorem 1, as we speculated in ([4],Remark (a)),we

can delete the firstpart of condition (iii)from the statement of that theorem; in

view of Theorems 1 and 2 and ([3],Theorem 3.1) it now becomes an analogue

for QF-3' rings of the Morita-Tachikawa representation theorems for QF-3 rings

CT91 Theorems 5.3 and 5.8).
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